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Spanking is a common form of corporal punishment involving the act of striking the buttocks of another
person to cause physical pain, generally with an open hand. More severe forms of spanking, such as
switching, paddling, belting, caning, whipping, and birching, involve the use of an object instead of a hand.
Parents commonly spank children or adolescents in response to undesired behavior.
Spanking - Wikipedia
This is an adult blog for kinky folks who have a thing for various forms of consensual BDSM, especially those
who enjoy spanking and corporal punishment stories and experiences from many sides of the spectrum.
Free Spanking Stories and Pictures - Blogger
Spanking is hitting the buttocks of another person to cause them pain.Spanking normally means hitting the
buttocks of another person with an open hand.Parents in some countries spank children and teenagers to
punish them. In some other countries this is no longer allowed.
Spanking - Simple English Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Looking back now, its hard to believe that just surfing the net could take me on a journey that I just could not
have ever have seen myself going on.
Made To Suck Cock - cock sucking spanking true rimming
SPANKING - The Facts. The lasting effect. Current research in the fields of mental health and child
development supports the theory that acts of violence against a child, no matter how brief or how mild, are
like exposing the child to a toxin.
Plain Talk About Spanking - Project NoSpank
And so, all good things come to an end. Every other day, rain or shine, for nearly nine years: personally
writing some 1,900 posts in the process.
The Spanking Writers - Abel's spanking stories and blog
I spank my husband Evan for fun in our sex life. Evan has a love-hate relationship with spanking: he loves the
idea, but he hates it when it happens.
Spanking My Husband
Physical or corporal punishment by a parent or other legal guardian is any act causing deliberate physical
pain or discomfort to a minor child in response to some undesired behavior. It typically takes the form of
spanking or slapping the child with an open hand or striking with an implement such as a belt, slipper, cane,
hairbrush or paddle, and can also include shaking, pinching, forced ...
Corporal punishment in the home - Wikipedia
Sally and I were married when we were 20, nearly 6 months ago. Weâ€™d been lucky to find a new terraced
house we could just afford but finances were very tight and weâ€™d struggled to stay within budget. It was
my own fault that Iâ€™d ended up being spanked by Sally and her sisters as it was me whoâ€™d come up
with the idea of a spanking to help us to stop overspending.
Spanked by My Sisters in Law a Second Time - spanking
Spanking Can Be Sexual Abuse This page has been created to raise public awareness of spanking's sexual
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dimension, by which children and teens are vulnerable to exploitation under the cover of discipline.
Spanking Can Be Sexual Abuse - Project NoSpank
I survived a household of religious violence by looking it in the eye. I named the demon for what it was, and
that didn't banish it, but at least it brought the beast into the light. Iâ€™ve turned my back on its ways, but
that doesn't mean Iâ€™ve left it behind for good. Its heat and hurt will probably always be with me.
How I Survived a Spanking Household - The Body Is Not An
Product Description. The OXO Good Grips Stainless Steel Ricer is designed for making smooth, fluffy
mashed potatoes without breaking a sweat. A non-slip knob holds the Ricer in place over a bowl or pot while
the soft, comfortable handles absorb pressure when squeezing.
Amazon.com: OXO Good Grips Stainless Steel Potato Ricer
In the opening paragraph of the University of Texas article outlining, â€œthe most complete analysis to date
of the outcomes associated with spanking,â€• it states that: â€œThe more children are spanked, the more
likely they are to defy their parents and to experience increased anti-social ...
Five Decades of Research Confirms: Spanking Produces
There is a substantial body of research showing the negative effects of corporal punishment on children, with
an increasing focus on the negative consequences of the
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